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APPLICATIONS
Amplification for live sound reinforcement
speaker systems in clubs, discos, piano bar,
conference halls, houses of worship, sports
arenas, schools, theatres, mobile D.J. use,
recording studio monitors, foreground music
reproduction, etc.

Power Amplifiers
KDA

KA 802

KA 1202

KA 2002

KA 3002

KA 2403

KDA 1002

KDA 2402

Tour tough built, sleek design,
impressive specs, excellent cost per
watt performance, efficient under any
application.
With these credentials, KEMPTON
proudly presents the new KA and KDA
series of power amplifiers, the perfect
power mates for sound reinforcement
speaker systems.

The KA series consists in five 2HU
rackmount models, from 800 to 3000
watts, all designed with sophisticated
power amp circuits for improved quality,
stability and reliability, all equipped with
Stereo-Parallel-Bridge operation mode,
dB sensitivity switch ( 26-29-32dB ),
limiter, ground lift, XLR/Jack inputs ( plus
extra RCA input on KA 802 ),
Speakon/Binding posts outputs.

The KA 2403 is the perfect power amp
solution for 2 speaker systems and 1 or 2
subwoofers: 3-channel circuitry, it
features separate hi-low pass active
crossover, sub-bass 50Hz EQ, limiter,
ground lift, XLR/Jack combo inputs,
Speakon Ch1, Ch2, Sub Bass outputs.

The KDA series is designed in 1 HU
rackmount and are engineered in class
D, PWM technology. Equipped with
switching mode power supplies, these
bright amplifiers are light and yet very
powerful with 1000 and 2400 watts
performance at 8 Ohm bridge mode.
KDA 1002 and KDA 2402 provide also
30Hz HP filter, Stereo-Parallel-Bridge
operation mode, dB sensitivity switch
( 26-29-32dB ).
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